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we at WorkingMenBlues are looking for a freelance designer to join us on case-by-case design projects
based in Amsterdam | manufacturing in China and Eastern Europe | collaborating with premium fashion labels from France, The Netherlands, USA

bonjour@workingmenblues.com

T HE J O B
depending on the project and client, we would like your help on the inspiration, design, and technical
file creation of either a single garment or a full collection. each project differs and can be as elaborated as all below responsibilities or as specific as one single design.
creative input this may include a trend report by pictures, sketches, fabric qualities, shopping samples,
and/or moodboards
design from first sketches to technical design: front, back, and technical specifications
technical file material specifications, confection specification, measurements & arrowing, and grading
development follow-up evaluation of developments; updating technical file; communicating changes

RE QU I RE M EN T S
experience fashion design; preferably in premium/higher-end fashion; outerwear and/or light wovens
course background fashion design; creative
personality creative, resourceful, organized
fluency English; French is an advantage
design skills Illustrator or similar design program
computer skills basic OS-and MS-programs; excel
material knowledge innovative textiles, outerwear, womenswear

TO NOTE
case-by-case we cannot guarantee a certain frequency of projects. the projects are case-by-case
location amsterdam, but able to work from home if wanted duration different case-by-case small-size
company we are a start-up with all its positive and negative aspects. although our partners in China
as well as our clients consist of large teams, it should be noted that our team in Amsterdam consists
of exactly 1 full-timer ps we have a love for haute couture and innovative fabrics

we are a sourcing and garment manufacturing company, based in Amsterdam and manufacturing mainly in
China. we manufacture ready-to-wear
garments for higher-end clothing
labels from Europe and the United
States. our specialism lies in outerwear
and light woven garments. the true
added value of our service and
structure lies in the part of material
sourcing and product development.
based on the brand’s request we make
sure to find or develop the correct
materials and products. but we do not
only wait for the client’s request; we
take the lead and execute our own
trend development, material sourcing,
product development, and design to
offer to our clients.
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